time:matters enlarges Sameday network in Italy

Neu-Isenburg, 08 December 2015: time:matters, the expert for global Special Speed Logistics, is further
expanding its Sameday network. Customers now have access to numerous direct connections from and
to Italy but also inside the country.
By integrating Alitalia almost 400 additional connections are now available from major business hubs
such as Milan (MXP & LIN) and Rome (FCO) to cities such as Amsterdam (AMS) and Budapest (BUD).
In addition, domestic connections are also on offer such as from Milan (LIN) to Catania (CTA).
Transports can be booked on the time:matters booking platform time:matters online. Shipments from
Europe to Italy on Alitalia are available on request.
“It’s a win-win situation for us,” says Franz-Joseph Miller, Managing Director of time:matters GmbH. “We
can offer our customers even more direct connections to Italy’s trade and industrial regions within our
Sameday network. Apart from saving time this also means more flexibility and the best quality. Airlines
benefit from additional potential earnings and we have come a step closer to building a global Sameday
network,” adds the Managing Director.
The Sameday network now comprises 105 European cities by air plus a further 148 stations by ic:kurier.

time:matters GmbH:
The expert for Special Speed Logistics offers each of its clients customized logistics solutions for particularly urgent
or complex special logistics assignments, enabling worldwide delivery within just a few hours. The Special Speed
Solutions provided by time:matters worldwide are based on high-speed and reliable transport by air, rail and road, as
well as a tight international network consisting of more than 500 exclusive transportation partners. time:matters
generally has access to all available airlines and can therefore utilize a wide range of flight routes: over 3,000 flights
per day, to some 500 destinations in 90 countries. time:matters operates its own courier terminal for express and
courier shipments at Frankfurt Airport.
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